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Abstract—Creatures with rhythm phenomenon is
shown mutual emphasis and combination, this is called
synchronization phenomenon that is one of typical phe-
nomenon in nonlinear systems. As the example of creatures
causing synchronization phenomenon, there are group
emissions of light of fireflies and chorus of crickets [1] [2]
[3]. In this paper, we observe bifurcation phenomenon of
periodic solutions on forced LED fireflies that constructed
from an RC square wave generator with a periodic exter-
nal force in order to simulate the synchronization of fire-
flies. On forced LED fireflies, characteristic periodic solu-
tions called isolation periodic solution is observed at broad
parameter regions. It can be considered these solutions
causes synchronization phenomenon. Waveforms and pe-
riods of them are changed by border-collision bifurcations
that are occurred by varying the frequency of an external
force. Moreover, chaotic waveforms are observed at cer-
tain parameters. There can observe chaos waveform by a
certain parameter.

1. Introduction

There is the autonomous oscillation is called rhythm
phenomenon in creatures such as respiration and heart
beat[1] [2] [3]. For example, there are the group singing
of crickets, collective emission of fireflies and so on. In
previous studies, in order to simulate the synchronization
of fireflies, we proposed an electronic firefly circuit that
constructed from an RC square wave generator and ana-
lyzed the synchronization in the mathematical model. We
observe the bifurcation phenomena of periodic solutions in
electronic firefly circuit with the periodic external force.
Part of firefly is synchronized by light, is implemented by
applying the phototransistor to square wave oscillator cir-
cuit, can be observed synchronization phenomena similarly
the fireflies in the real world. On forced LED fireflies are
six in total, rhythm of emission upon binding the circuit
to each other depending on the type of circuit is synchro-

nized with same phase or reverse phase. Moreover, bifur-
cation phenomena on qualitative nature of the time wave-
form with a change of the parameters by using the Brute
force method in Ito et al reported was also observed. How-
ever, the analysis of the electronic firefly in the prior studies
have used mainly numerical analysis in mathematical mod-
els based on the ideal nature of the electronic circuit fire-
flies have been made. In this study, in the study the bifur-
cation phenomena of periodic solutions in electronic firefly
under periodic external force, to perform numerical exper-
iments and circuit experiments confirm the reasonableness
of the phenomenon of a phenomenon and the actual circuit,
which is observed in the ideal mathematical model to. In
laboratory experiments, the light of any frequency is ap-
plied to the phototransistor of the electronic firefly circuits
are compared with the results of simulation in a computer
by using a function generator. In electronic circuits fire-
fly plus a periodic external force is referred to as isolated
periodic vibration, characteristic periodic solutions are ob-
tained, they may be at different synchronization area occurs
to cause a bifurcation. Therefore, the bifurcation of isolated
periodic solution causes the confirmation of analysis of the
phenomenon by using a computer experiment using the nu-
merical methods, to observe the same phenomenon in the
subsequent circuit experiment.

2. Electronic firefly circuit

We consider electronic firefly circuit. It is E with the
maximum of the power supply voltage, circuit equation for
the capacitor potential v is expressed by the following equa-
tion (1).

C1
dv
dt

=


− v

R2
if v ≥ αE

−v − E
R2

if v ≤ βE
(1)
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Figure 1: Electronic firefly circuit，Type A．

The following equation (1) is normalized circuit equation
(2).

dx
dτ
=

{
−x if x > α
1 − x if x < β (2)

(t = C1R2τ, v = Ex) (3)

And since it is, the threshold α, β is represented by the
following equation (4).

αoff|on =

1
R3
+

1
R5

1
R3
+

1
R4
+

1
R5

βoff|on =

1
R5

1
Roff|on

+
1

R4
+

1
R5

(4)

(Roff|on = R3|
R3r3

R3 + r3
)

An example of the capacitor potential to change by the peri-
odic external force in electronic firefly (Type A) it is shown
in Fig.2. The trajectory of the capacitor potential x(t).
When electronic firefly detects the light input, the thresh-
old change from βoff to βon, according to the light it can
be changed the threshold. Because, the photo-transistor is
turned on, whereupon the combined resistance of the volt-
age divider circuit is reduced, as a result of the threshold β
is lowered by Eq.(4).

2.1. Isolated periodic solution

On forced LED fireflies exist isolated periodic solutions
that are periodic solutions occur in the synchronization
phenpmenon. The isolated periodic solution is periodic so-
lution that asymptote a periodic solution in certain param-
eters, feature point exists single solution in solution orbit.
The feature point, causing the synchronization phenomena
becomes a phase lock. For example, we consider discharge
capacitor, switch on optical input and βon < x(t) < βoff
in the threshold. Light input is on, so after a solution orbit

Figure 2: Capacitor potential to change by the periodic ex-
ternal force，Orbit of the capacitor potential x(t)，periodic
T．

reached βon, a solution orbit will be a turn charge mode, but
when light input is switched over off, a minimum threshold
value is switched over to βoff . However, because of the
x(t) < βoff , so that the switch at the same time the circuit
state is also to match it to the charging state. As a result,
the circuit state x(t) is a lower limit threshold βoff , βon of
neither, in the intermediate value (x0). When the Light in-
put is switched so that the charging and discharging switch
simultaneously.

Figure 3: Isolated periodic waveform，αoff = αon =

0.7577，βoff = 0.5155，βon = 0.0021，T = 4.0．

2.2. Border–Collision bifurcation

x0 is to move to the top and the bottom with the param-
eter change in the parameter I present with isolation peri-
odic solution, and structural stability is maintained. How-
ever when movement of x0 with a parameter change finally
reaches the threshold alpha and beta, the isolation periodic
solution can’t exist and become extinct. This phenomenon
is called Border-Collision bifurcation. It is one of dynamic
typical in the large bifurcation phenomena with the inter-
mittent special quality. Two threshold values by which a
threshold value is off, on exist by an electronic firefly cir-
cuit of this research, x0 saves and reaches those for a pos-
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sibility that Border-Collision bifurcation happens. When
doing, it occurs. In other words, it’s clear that branch with
two patterns can happen.

Figure 4: Border–Collision bifurcation，βoff = x0．

Figure 5: Border–Collision bifurcation，βon = x0．

2.3. Special response of electronic firefly circuit

Figure 6 shows the steady-state response time waveform
with parameter α = 0.9, βoff = 0.7, βon = 0.5 and T =
0.8. From the figure, the turning point at the edge is seen
multiple. However, they take all different positions, it is
not observed periodicity in the time response waveform.
Moreover, it was shown in the literature, unlike other non-
periodic waveform, called a quasi-periodic waveform, it is
considered to be chaotic phenomena. Compared to Fig.3,
it can be seen that the threshold x0 is in irregular values.

3. Bifurcation analysis

We consider doing circuit implementation using a pa-
rameter in Fig.3 and observing isolation periodic wave-
form. In addition, changing the frequency of light, we ob-
serve occur Border-Collision bifurcation. The parameter is
as follows.

Comparator : LM741CM, C1 = 1µF, R2 = 1MΩ,
R3 = R4 = 100kΩ, R5 = 47kΩ, r3 = 100Ω (5)

αoff = αon = 0.7577, βoff = 0.5155, βon = 0.0021 (6)

Figure 6: Chaos waveform，αoff = αon = 0.9，βoff = 0.7，
βon = 0.5，T = 0.8．

Optical input waveforms from the top, the circuit of the out-
put waveform, and has a capacitor voltage. Minus line, the
threshold βoff , βon, and isolated periodic solution x0. As the
procedure of the experiment, the frequency of the circuit is
fixed, the value of isolated periodic solutions by changing
the frequency of the lighting a function generator. First,
there are isolated periodic solutions under the conditions in
Fig.3, therefore we could confirm the same waveform as
the computer experiment. Fig.8 is increasing frequency of
the light by Fig.7. x0 and βoff are the same value mostly. In
other words, Fig.8 shows the Border-Collision bifurcation,
it is changing the stationary property of the system. As a
result, focusing the output waveform of the optical input
and the circuit, it is not synchronized with an edge.

Figure 7: Isolated periodic waveform，βoff = 0.5155，
βon = 0.0021，T = 0.111．

Next, when we set an appropriate parameter in a math-
ematics model by Fig6, we showed that a chaos phe-
nomenon was observed in a real circuit. The parameter is
as follows.

Comparator : LMC6482,C1 = 1µF, R2 = 100kΩ,
R3 = 62kΩ, R4 = 82kΩ, R5 = 11kΩ, r3 = 16kΩ (7)

αoff = αon = 0.9073, βoff = 0.7583, βon = 0.5627 (8)

However, the parameter is a little different than computer
experiment by error of element. Fig.9,10 can be analyzed
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Figure 8: Border–Collision bifurcation，βoff = 0.5155，
βon = 0.0021，T = 0.103．

irregular same as the computer experiment. Turning points
are located between βoff and βon while those points can’t
observe periodicity. In other words, the time waveform is
chaotic waveforms, it agrees very well with the results of
numerical experiments.

Figure 9: Chaos waveform，αoff = αon = 0.8977，βoff =

0.7624，βon = 0.5002，T = 1.8．

Figure 10: Chaos waveform，αoff = αon = 0.8977，βoff =

0.7624，βon = 0.5002，T = 1.8．

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we conducted experiments on forced LED
fireflies to simulate Synchronization phenomenon of the
fireflies. There is called isolation periodic waveform ob-
served in Synchronization phenomenon on forced LED

fireflies. Additionally, when it changes parameter of the
threshold, there can ascertain border-collision bifurcations.
There confirmed chaos waveform by a certain parameter.

In the future works, we try designing the new electronic
firefly circuit and observing synchronization phenomenon
with the new circuit and the current circuit.
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